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INTRODUCTION

Chilean fruit industry is focused on proposing off-season fruit on foreign markets. While agronomic performances and quality at harvest are conveniently assessed in the

producing country, are the consumers of the destination site to determine commercial success on the basis of hedonic judgement. Project "CORFO 09 PMG 7240“, investigated

consumers’ inclination and appreciation of nectarines produced in Chile and evaluated in Bologna (Italy) (distance 12.000 km). The aim was to assess fruit tolerance to storage

and transport, and quality level as determined by expert and consumer judgement. Market-standard nectarines and new selections, harvested in December/January, were sent

to Bologna, where expert judge panel and consumer test were performed about 35-days after harvesting. The results will be of use to better define protocols for sensory

evaluation of fruit in distant market sites as a tool to predict potential market success.

PCA – Biplot shows how nectarines differ sensory traits.

Three groups can be defined: GREEN: positively

associated to peach an floral flavor, melting, juiciness

and freshness . BLUE: associated with peach odor and

mealiness. RED: with attributes such as firmness,

crunchiness, bitter, with (in particular ANDESNECUNO)

astringent, acid, grass flavor, typical of unripe fruit

CONCLUSIONS

This study detailed a protocol useful to assess the potential of new nectarine cultivars form the Southern Hemisphere for off-season consumption on distant markets,

integrating expert panel evaluation, consumers’ hedonic judgements and CATA responses. This protocol, when reproduced in different Countries, would explore the

different consumer preferences for the same product (as defined by expert panel sensory profiles).

Results showed a relevant appreciation for the selection 6B168, a white nectarine. The data will be useful for planning commercial testing and to orient preliminary

evaluation of other nectarines, originating from breeding projects in Chile.
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CONSUMER TEST

Consumer test (70 volunteers), performed the off-season test (picture show the

contrast between summer fruits and heavy winter outfits), were request to

evaluate visual appeal (V) of whole fruit. Then fruit slices were anonymously

(only 3-digit code) and randomly distributed for the hedonic taste test (T)..

PANEL TEST

Fruits were evaluated by an expert panel, trained on fruit sensory

evaluation, performing descriptive analysis on 8 samples.

CATA (Check-All-That-Apply)

Consumers were also requested to perform a CATA test (visual attributes more cited were size, color intensity and brightness). CATA attributes

more frequently elicited during tasting were, sweetness, melting, juiciness and softness. The cultivar recording most citations of these attributes,

was the white flesh nectarine (6B168), having the highest hedonic evaluation. MFA shows how consumers’ CATA citations resulted in agreement

with trained judges evaluation, indicating the suitability of this method for validating expert panel judgement. By plotting together panel and

consumer data, liking appeared associated to DIM1, with 6B168 clearly located at the highest values of positive side. ANDESNECCUATRO,

ANDESNECUNO, ANDESNECTRES and 24B106, close to 0 of DIM1, characterized by positive values of DIM2 (associated to a firm texture). VENUS,

MAGIQUE and RUBY DIAMOND appeared in the negative section of DIM1.
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Hedonic Test: visual test provided the highest evaluations for ANDESNECUNO,

ANDESNECTRES and VENUS. However, when tasting the fruit the evaluation was

less positive, with clear decreases in appreciation expecially for: VENUS -34%,

RUBY DIAMOND -25%; ANDESNECTRES -21%; MAGIQUE -19%; ANDESNECUNO -

12%. The only exception was 6B168, which tasting evaluation was higher than

visual appeal (+12%). ANDESNECCUATRO (6.3) and ANDESNECUNO (6.4), recorded

positive evaluation, presumably thanks to crunchiness.


